TechnologyOne 2017A Upgrade Release Notes

More significant fixes applicable to TAFE WA SMS

- SMS-41641 - Performance has been improved when retrieving a large amount of students from the Students Ci Anywhere enquiry screen.
- SMS-45209 - The performance is improved on the Student Search when a student ID is directly entered as criteria without using natural language.
- SMS-49076 - Error code 500 is received in Student Overview
- SMS-46891 - Amend SSPC message displayed is based on the associated SSPC status so it does not mislead students
- SMS-42773 - The 'Coursework Summary' section of the Student Overview screen in Ci Anywhere now includes the Grade Description.
- SMS-42735 - When adding other contact details for a student the address fields are now mandatory.
- SMS-42703 - When an applicant clicks on the 'Logon' button from the applicant registration screen (and standard authentication is not being used), the applicant is now re-directed to the Student Portal log in screen instead of the staff log in screen.
- SMS-41273 - An applicant or student is now able to change an address that was previously entered.
- SMS-40888 - The Applicant Registration Confirmation email, which is generated when an applicant registers themselves from the Applicant Portal, now correctly produces the output file according to the Output File Type from the Correspondence Definition.
- SMS-41806 - When a student is created from the Applicant Registration screen or Application Data Entry screens in Ci Anywhere, or an existing name is subsequently updated in Ci Anywhere, the student names now correctly update the uppercase name columns as expected.
- SMS-40863 - The 'Year' fields in the Education Background section of the Make an Application screen in Ci Anywhere have been updated to ensure that they only accept valid year values.
- SMS-38440 - When creating a student as part of an application using the Application Data Entry screen, leaving the 'Gender' field blank now correctly sets the value so that downstream data checks continue to operate as expected.
- SMS-38424 - When entering an address in the Applicant Portal or Student Portal, the dropdown for 'State' now respects whether the state has the 'Web Access' flag checked in the Country States Ci function.
- SMS-49014 - Overseas address - city/town, state and postcode should be mandatory/non mandatory when creating and updating
- SMS-48703 - Content of 'Terms and Conditions' will be displayed as a pop up on applicant portal.
- SMS-47585 - A new configuration field has been added to Ci Anywhere to specify the maximum number of units that can be enrolled in at the same time.
- SMS-47223 - When registering as a new student, the registration will be prevented if the email address already exists (regardless of the casing used).
- SMS-44651 - Nationality can automatically be set from the Citizenship by enabling an option from the Student Administration Configuration screen.
• SMS-39483 - The 'Register as a New Student' text in the Applicant Registration page is now configurable. It is controlled by the 'Registration Details Heading' in the 'Student Application Registration' section of the 'Admissions and Enrolments Configuration' screen.
• SMS-26115 - The student profile screen has consolidated 'other contacts' in with email, phone and email contacts to simplify the user interface. In addition, access restrictions for the standard code values are now referenced.

Other fixes applicable to TAFE WA SMS
• SMS-48071 - Using search criteria for Student ID in the Student Engagements enquiry is returning the student specified.
• SMS-47482 - Actions are duplicated when a browser timeout occurs during processing.
• SMS-48500 - Student Analysis: 'Student Form Response' search parameter returns correct data.
• SMS-48843 - CiA My Academics does not display data in Student Summary.
• SMS-48836 - Generated correspondence output is in correct format.
• SMS-47067 - Permission to view and edit Student Alternate Identifiers is now being respected in Application Data Entry and Student Profile.
• SMS-47056 - The Gender standard code now respect the Student Access restriction if it has been configured.
• SMS-45523 - In the Contact Student screen / Correspondence to the Student section, the Cc field is not being populated with the existing alternate address of the Student.
• SMS-43861 - When searching for a student using the Academic - Students enquiry, the citizenship filter can be expanded showing the correct results according to the search criteria applied.
• SMS-43695 - When a student does not have Authorisation 152 they will not be able to activate or deactivate their contact details.
• SMS-43651 - Custom Fields In the Summary Section of My Details remain visible and do not disappear when other fields are changed.
• SMS-43062 - When sending correspondence to a student where a 'Temporary Preferred Address' is in place, the correspondence now correctly sends to the temporary address rather than the standard preferred address.
• SMS-42838 - The 'Associated Users' tag against the User Accounts section of an Organisational Unit now references the number of active users for that Organisational Unit.
• SMS-42605 - SMS Messaging Gateway Address - Mobile Number placeholder is populating students Email Address.
• SMS-42604 - SMS Messaging Gateway Address - System Variable still being used instead of Correspondence Configuration.
• SMS-42521 - When an applicant registers themselves using the Applicant Portal, a registration acknowledgement screen is now shown advising that they will receive an email with their registrations details.
• SMS-42389 - When looking at the Student's My Tasks screen from a staff's login, the Student Id was not correctly being passed through so more tasks were showing than what the student actually had.
• SMS-42220 - Alternate IDs for a student within the Student Portal now respects the 'Student Access' settings against the standard code type to allow customers to determine whether the values can be viewed or changed by a student.
• SMS-42062 - The User Search dropdown list used when adding users to an Organisational Unit has been updated so that a user is able to search on User ID. In addition, we have enhanced the display and searching capabilities when using advanced search.
• SMS-42013 - The 'Year 12 School' field in the Education Background of the Student Profile screen now only shows active external organisations that match the type specified in the 'S1_EAP_YR12_ORG_CD' system variable.
• SMS-41618 - The link to the Student Overview function from the Students enquiry now operates as expected.
• SMS-41335 - Customers using TechnologyOne standard authentication can enable the 'Copy Student's Preferred Email to User Primary Email' Site Configuration field so that students can log in with their email. This will copy their email when updated, or they register.
• SMS-40542 - As a staff user, Attachments (including in Document Requirements), Comments and Student Correspondence (in Communication History) in Ci Anywhere screens now include audit details to know if a record has been modified since it was first created.
• SMS-40351 - Name Effective Date warning is no longer being displayed to the registered applicant when they change their name details at a later date.
• SMS-40348 - The display of Requirement details section in Wide Screen mode now works properly in IE.
• SMS-39804 - When using an email message template within an application acknowledgement correspondence definition, a student will now successfully receive the email without an error being displayed in the applicant registration screen.
• SMS-38426 - When the 'Address Type to Create' field is defined in the Admissions and Enrolments Configuration screen, when an applicant address is created, the applicant no longer receives an application error when an applicant address is created.
• SMS-37368 - A duplicate key error no longer displays to the student upon offer acceptance if that student already has the Student Portal role (not the Applicant Portal role) that will be associated to the student when they accept their offer.
• SMS-37363 - Student alternate identifiers can now hold up to 50 characters (previously was 20 characters).
• SMS-48521 - The error 'Location calendar does not exists' should not be presented to a students, instead study period drop-down list should not contain any records for selection.

General enhancements by TechnologyOne that also assist TAFE WA SMS
• SMS-48884 - Staff accounts cannot access student applications if they do not have the correct Role or Function access
• SMS-48566 - The state free text field is no longer mandatory for countries without states configured.
• SMS-48297 - Sessions, Engagements and Student Calendar Process Improvement
• SMS-43921 - The TAC file transform rule group has been modified to use a translation rule set.
• SMS-43219 - The determination of whether an award is shown in the Completions Summary of the Student Overview is now controlled by a new 'Display awards that do not require conferral' field in the Student Overview Configuration screen.
• SMS-43172 - The Associated User Accounts section of the Organisational Unit screen in Ci Anywhere now supports the ability to find users based on their status.
• SMS-43080 - A student's name in Ci Anywhere screens is now controlled through the 'Student Name Display Settings' configuration from the Student Administration Configuration screen.
• SMS-42986 - An update has been made to the T1 shipped CM forms and workflows to allow a staff member to assign access to a form that has been filled out on behalf of a student.
• SMS-42840 - When address verification is enabled for a country and a user then uses the 'Find Address' field to enter an address, the 'Advanced Search’ option is no longer exposed.
• SMS-42788 - The logic for the Industry Code field of Educational Background has been improved so that it can only be selected if the external organisation for the educational background record doesn't already have it recorded.
• SMS-42596 - The new 'Accommodation Type' field is now only displayed for an address type in Ci Anywhere if the Accommodation Address Types section is configured in the Student Administration Configuration screen.
• SMS-42723 - The 'Students' screen available from the Academic role has been modified to include only a limited set of criteria, and for free-text search to search limited fields, to simplify the academic user experience in using this screen.
• SMS-42576 - Correspondence Configuration validation of the SMS Email Gateway Address has been updated to allow the mobile number placeholder.
• SMS-40163 - A new 'Can Access General Student Disability Details' permission has now been provided in Ci Anywhere to allow control of whether 'General Disability' (separate from 'Student Disability Support') information can be accessed by staff within Ci Anywhere.
• SMS-39618 - Users other than students can save the view, including criteria and display mode, of inline lists of data (related data portlets (RDPs)).
• SMS-39239 - The My Details student profile screen now allows staff users to view and maintain SHM Interactions. This functionality can be used by configuring an SHM Correspondence System and then creating an Interaction Type linked to the Student Entity.
• SMS-38882 - (Re-Release) To allow forms to be searched on Course Organisational Unit criteria, the CourseStudentStudyPackageNumber field has been added as hidden form field to shipped forms. Customers will need to add this field to any customised version of forms.
• SMS-37334 - The existing restrictions for Student Alternate Id Types (implemented in Ci as Function Parameters) have been replaced in Ci Anywhere with keyed permissions. To configure, please refer to 'Student Alternate ID Type Authorisations' in Access Management.
• SMS-34034 - The $COUNTRY_CODE_TO_ISO_CODE Translation Rule is now used for Ci Anywhere address verification to determine if the country the user selects maps to an ISO so that the 'Find Address' field can then be exposed.
• SMS-33432 - A new Ci Anywhere permission 'Can make system-defined standard codes inactive' has been provided so that a user can deactivate system standard code values in Ci Anywhere configuration screens that show a 'Standard Codes' section, e.g. Site Configuration.
• SMS-29638 - The student can do an address search on the applicant portal wizard and student portal details screens if the selected country has address validation configured.
• SMS-29097 - When an applicant with a temporary entry permit visa enters an address with states available to select, they will be able to select the state from the drop down via the applicant portal.
• SMS-24359 - The Application Data Entry screen has been modified to no longer display warning messages to staff in regards to inactive standard code values such as refund method, email types and phone types.
• SMS-21659 - The Institution and Country fields within Previous Study are now linked to ensure than an incorrect combination cannot be selected.
• SMS-14766 - Staff users are now able to view comments associated to a student or application in the Ci Anywhere Student Profile screen.

System modifications not applicable to TAFE WA SMS
• SMS-49342 - Encounter an application error when running the AASN Submission
• SMS-47457 - The Queensland Training Plan now correctly outputs Credit Transfer, RPL and GAP in the retrospective column
• SMS-45912 - Performance has been improved on the Identify Student enquiry when using on a mobile phone or via Accessibility Mode.
- SMS-45831 - The AASN Submission now validates if the party being added by the input file exists on the Agreement Type before importing it into the agreement.
- SMS-44766 - When a student fills out a BPM Form, the form will display in the Student Overview for historical reference.
- SMS-44400 - TAFEQLD: QTAC Import - CIA has blocking errors.
- SMS-43978 - When creating a new Agreement worksheet, the parties and internal responsibilities will show on separate lines in the Review step.
- SMS-43929 - Running the Student Debt Merge generates correspondence successfully and allocates the next attachment sequence number to the generated attachment.
- SMS-43143 - A change has been made to the 'QLD Government Funding Eligibility Details' task so that when the student confirms the task, the 'Confirm' action is no longer shown.
- SMS-41121 - CiA - SaaS Incompatibility with $S1ESTU server folder because it points to System Directory but Requires Custom Files.
- SMS-14340 - Application and Agreement correspondence can now be resent and forwarded in Ci Anywhere.
- SMS-11727 - The contact student popup screen from the Application Data Entry, Application Assessment and Offer Management screens now support BCC email addresses. TAFE WA SMS has not encountered this issue in the current version in use
- SMS-46514 - Successful Admission Center Import process creates an application line.
- SMS-46054 - Access restriction is now being enforced when a student enters Other Scores details for their Education Background.
- SMS-45230 - Password fields will not be displayed on the Register as a New Student screen if Standard Authentication is not used.
- SMS-44965 - Students no longer receive a message when submitting a Course Application or saving their details if they do not have permission to edit an alternate ID.
- SMS-44765 - CiA Find or Create New Student Tile allows to create duplicate student records.
- SMS-42904 - When a student updates their preferred method of payment to "electronic funds transfer" through the student portal, the details are saved in their entirety so that when bestowing a student reward, their preferred method of payment is recognised as EFT.
- SMS-42804 - An empty email message is no longer being sent to a student when using a custom message template as part of an application acknowledgment.